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Thank you Mr . President - greetings everyone .

I think it is appropriate that I am speaking to you
today about certain aspects of Canada's foreign policy and
relations . I know these matters are of immediate importance
and concern to everyone in this room .

When this government came to office three months ago we
inherited a foreign policy that had not had a fundamental review
for a decade . The conduct of Canada's external affairs has not
been subject to an overall review for ten years . And in those
ten years the world has been changing fast .

Power relationships have changed remarkably in the
intervening period - the super-powers are subject to quite
different constraints . The emergence of China into the world
stage after a period of relative isolationist policy has changed
the political map strikingly . The process of decolonization has
been almost completed, with the resulting appearance of many new
states - a number of which are recognizing that their size
jeopardizes their aspirations to economic prosperity and even
their national security . The successful imposition of enormous
price increases by the internation oil cartel known as OPEC alone
has so changed the economic balance of the world that our per-
ceptions of ten years ago are bound to be obsolete .

As the Government of Canada we have the responsibility,
and as a government so recently elected to office we have the
opportunity, to take another fundamental look at what the world
is like today and where Canada fits in it . I certainly would not
prejudge the results of such a review by saying we shall find that
our existing policies will all be found wanting or inappropriate .
Indeed I have been impressed with the flexibility that we have
used in meeting many of the challenges of the changing world
scene . Nonetheless I take it as part of my responsibilities as
Secretary of State for External Affairs that we do a solid re-
thinking of where we are going .

Perhaps you might be interested if I spend just a minute
talking about the way in which I expect to have this review
conducted . I cannot prejudge the results, but I can foresee the
route by which we shall get them .

During the election campaign my party laid great stress
on its commitment to more open and responsive government . One of
the ways we promised to do this is by revitalizing our parliamentary
institutions . Elected MP's are, after all, the direct representatives
of the people and are the best channel the government has fo r
keeping in touch with the thoughts and concerns of electorate . I
intend to have our parliamentarians deeply involved in the review
of foreign policy . To waste such a resource would be folly .
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There was a time when the Commons Committee on External
Affairs and National Defence was very active indeed . In the
period from 1970 70 1973 that committee held inquiries into
fourteen major subjects, including such important matters as
the Nigerian-Biafran conflict, the establishment of the Inter-
national Research Development Centre, the United Nations and
peacekeeping, Canada/US relations, and the major policy review
paper "Foreign Policy for Canadians" . These inquiries were

valuable, and they gave an opportunity to many individual
Canadians to put forward their views and concerns as witnesses
before the committee . They created public interest in many of
the major issues of the day, and they even appeared to have
some impact on government policy .

So it is to be regretted that after fourteen inquiries
in four years, the committee held only two in 1974, and a mere
one in each of 1975, 1976 and 1977 . In 1978 there was none at
all . Well, we shalï change that . And one of the first jobs
that will be given to the committee is a review of our overall
foreign policy in the light of the current world situation . We
shall be encouraging that committee to involve as many Canadians
as possible in that work .

I have said that I cannot prejudge the outcome of the
committee's deliberations . Another thing I cannot do is avoid
taking decisions until it has reported and the government ha s
had an opportunity to study its findings . The world will not stop,
even for the Parliament of Canada . In the interval, of course, I
shall be having discussions with a wide variety of people from all
walks of life . My officials will be providing me with assessments
of Canada's interests in the almost endless variety of issues that
arise in the daily work of my portfolio . Life must go on, and in
the process I shall also be preparing myself and my colleagues for
the overall review and the decisions that it will necessitate .

But as I have said, decisions must be taken, work must go
on . I think it's only proper, therefore, if I spend a very few
moments outlining some of the approaches I shall be taking to this
work, and some of the new emphasis I intend to give to the exercise
of my responsibilities in this portfolio .

There are three general areas I want to mention this after-
noon . First, I intend to ensure that Canada's foreign policy lays
even greater emphasis than it has in the past on human rights
issues . I firmly believe that the way we treat our brothers and
sisters is the measuring stick of civilization. There is no
shortage both in Canada and in the international community of pious
statements of human and individual rights . There is also no
shortage of examples of their flagrant violation . As you know ,
the party to which I belong has a long history of concern for human
rights . Well, I intend to translate that concern to the international
front, just as my colleagues and I intend to continue to combat
inequities in our own society .
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It will be no innovation for Canada to take a strong
stand against-such flagrant violations of human rights as those
inherent in the policy of apartheid practised in South Africa,
though we shall be no less forthcoming in our condemnation of
them . In addition, however, I intend to use my office to make
direct representations to governments in individual cases of
denial of rights . It is no secret that I have already done so
in more than one instance . The most recent was the case o f
Ida Nudel whose attempts to emigrate from the Soviet Union have
led to her being exiled to Siberia .

While, much as I would like to, I cannot intervene in
every case of this kind that comes to my attention, I chose t o
make representations on behalf of Ida Nudel on humanitarian grounds :
her health is deteriorating rapidly and the conditions of her
detention in Siberia are particularly cruel ; she is the suffering
victim of a punishment that far outstrips her "crime" .

The second area is that of public participation in foreign
-policy . I am deeply convinced that the more we can involve
individual citizens in all aspects of government policy, the better
will be the quality of government we shall have . A few minute s
ago I spoke of the increased role we see for one Parliamentary
committee . Well that is only one committee and only one aspect of
the government's commitment to this policy .

There may be some of you here who are saying to yourselves :
"oh sure, I've heard all this before ." Well let me give you a
concrete example of how we have already put these policy directions
into effect .

Very early in my term of office I realized that the refugee
situation in South East Asia demanded two different kinds of action .
The first was on the political front . It was simply intolerabl e
to the new government - as I am sure it was to the people of Canada -
that the government of Viet Nam was pursuing a deliberate policy to
expel hundreds of thousands of its own citizens . You will remember
that for years - all through their war with the United States -
Canada kept up good relations with the Government in Hanoi . We did
not take sides in that conflict . Out moderate position was well
recognized and appreciated by Hanoi .

But in light of the policy of violation of human rights that
has been recently followed by Viet Nam we have cut off our aid
programs to that country . I personally have spoken to representatives
of that government in Ottawa and abroad emphasizing that the goodwill
between our peoples is seriously jeopardized by their actions . At
the Geneva conference on the refugee situation I called on all other
governments to exert whatever pressure they could to deter the
Vietnamese from their inhumane course . And although I wouldn't for
a moment claim all the credit, Canada's representations along with
those of several other countries, resulted in at least a temporary
change in Viet Nam's policies . The flow of boat people was stopped .
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Illegal departures have been checked . Making that kind of

appeal in that kind of forum is something that only the government
could do - though we could not have taken so strong a stand if we
weren't certain of the support for it among the Canadian people .

The second kind of action that was called for was to
provide a humanitarian response to the plight of these tragically
uprooted people . They desperately need new homes . The countries

to which they flee are overwhelmed by the problems that have been
created, and can not be expected to continue to give shelter t o

the refugees if they are not certain that other countries will open
their doors fcY longterm resettlement . Countries like Canada have
to provide a relief valve if we want to prevent hundreds of thousands
more people from dying . There was absolutely no choice abou t

Canada having to accept refugees for resettlement . At least there

was no choice if we are going to be able to live with our consciences
and to me that means no choice .

But there was a choice as to how we were to do this . One

way - the way apparently preferred by the new Leader of the Opposition
would have been for the government to just arbitrarily pick a figure
,..id say we will bring in this number and look after them. But we

knew that the distress of these refugees had touched the hearts of

Canadians . We knew that thousands of people from coast to coast had
already been looking for a way in which they, as private citizens,
could help . Because we knew this, and because we really mean it
when we say we want greater public participation in public affairs ,

we designed the program as we did . The government is sponsoring one

refugee for each refugee sponsored privately . Not only does this

give an opportunity for Canadians to satisfy their need to help
directly in a tragic situation, but it also allows the Canadian
people to determine the total number of refugees who will come here .

That is a program of partnership between the people and the

government . Now Mr. Trudeau has called that a cop-out, and I suppose
that he has some difficulty believing in the wisdom and generosity
of the Canadian people after what they did on May 22nd . The NDP

have heaped their well practised scorn on the program too . Bu t

to me this is the opposite of copping-out . It is a bringing in, a

bringing in of the people of this country to a partnership with their
government in a matter of high public policy . We intend to continue

as we have begun .

I think this example clearly demonstrates our commitmen t

to both questions of human rights and public involvement in external
affairs . It is also an excellent example of the kind of cooperation
we expect to have-with provincial governments . Throughout the
entire process we were in close touch with the governments of the
provinces, consulting them about the numbers of refugees they would
be willing and able to help accommodate, and about the services that
would have to be provided for the new arrivals . in this regard I

want to say how grateful we have been for the voncerned and supportive
approach taken by the government of Quebec . Their generous and
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constructive assistance has helped ensure that the program
will be a success . A better example of effective cooperation
between two levels of government in a federal state would be
hard to find .

The third area of foreign policy I want to mention is
that of aid to developing countries . As Secretary of State for
External Affairs I am responsible for the overall shape and
direction of our aid programs . This is a particularly important
aspect of the portfolio, since aid is very often by far the most
significant aspect of our relations with many of the developing
countries . The longterm objectives of our aid programs will ,
of course, be one aspect of the overall foreign policy revie w
I mentioned a few moments ago . Here again, though, decisions cannot
wait . . Projects are being proposed and considered constantly an d
we must make decisions now that will have significant implications
for several years to come .

There are several aspects that must be considered in aid
questions . In the past, much of our aid has been in the social
field. We have helped with schools, teachers, doctors, hospitals
and social services . Gradually, however, the developing countries
have come to recognize that their own governments must play a
larger and more active role in providing the economic infrastructure .

There is now, .as I found in my recent trip to Africa, a recognition
of a need for public investment in such economic facilities as
ports, warehouses, manufacturing and distributing facilities . I
foresee that more and more we shall be called upon to help developing
countries with this kind of aid . This is a tendency of which I

fully approve . There is an old saying in the aid business" C-Give
a man a fish and he can feed his family for a day . Teach him to
fish, and he can feed them for life ." The enormous and growing
disparities between the rich and poor countries will never be '
reduced if we do not help them to develop their fundamental economies .
It is my intention to see that our aid programs really do help the
longterm development of the recipient countries - both humanitarian
concern and political self-interest demand it . .

I do not mean to leave the impression that we should no
longer be concerned or involved in aid in social programs . That
need still remains in many of the developing countries . But this

is an.area where, in my view, government may turn increasingly,
but of course not exclusively, to the private sector . Canada in
particular has a variety of private organizations, what we call
Non Governmental Organizations, or NGO's for short, who have a
great deal of expertise in running successful programs in the Third
World. From what I've seen they can do this kind of work with just
as much effect and at considerably less cost than we can through
government programs . Increased government support for the efforts
of the NGO's should make our overall impact greater for any given
level of expenditure, as well as promoting the goal I've already
spoken about : increasing the role of individual Canadians in
foreign affairs .
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These, then, are three examples of the sorts of changes in
emphasis you can expect to see in the conduct of foreign affairs
under the new administration .

In Montreal of all places I don't have to emphasize how
important our relations with foreign countries are . You know it,
you recognize it in your daily lives . What I do want to emphasize
is that you now have a government- in Ottawa that sincerely wants
to have you directly involved . The issues we face are of ever-
growing complexity, and indeed of ever-growing importance . Govern-
ment alone cannot provide all the answers . We need your energies,
your intelligence, your experience . Together we can help - even
bit by bit - to make this a better world - both for Canadians and
for people all over the globe .

Thank you .


